RESIDENTIAL CHECKLIST

USE THIS CHECKLIST TO ENSURE YOU HAVE A SMOOTH PROCESS FROM START TO FINISH.

BEFORE YOU CALL US OUT TO MEASURE, ANSWER
THESE QUESTIONS:
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Have you chosen your countertop color choice? Thickness (2cm or 3cm)?
Have you decided on all the areas that are getting new countertops?
Have you figured how high you want your backsplash to be?
Have you chosen sinks?
Have you chosen faucets?
Have you figured out who will be removing the existing tops?
Have you figured out which corbels/brackets to use for counters that hang out over 8
inches?
☐ Have you figured out how far up to the ceiling you would like your cabinets to go?

BEFORE DAY OF MEASURE
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Please Completely Clear off your Countertops and all areas being measured.
If using a Farmhouse Sink, please have this installed before we measure.
On Site Personnel is not required unless specs are changing on the day of measure.
Please have corbels in place so we can assure sizing and weight capacity on overhangs.
Please have unit or home unlocked or provide us lockbox code for access.

BEFORE DAY OF INSTALL

☐ Please have all sinks unhooked from plumbing before we arrive.
☐ Please have all walking areas cleared of clutter, we will use moving blankets on your
floors, but need the space to do so.
☐ Please understand that demolition WILL cause unexpected damage. If we are doing your
demolition, we will do our best to make sure nothing is being damaged, but small dings or
scrapes do happen. Be ready to expect some small damage.

AFTER INSTALLATION

☐ Please do not use countertops or place any heavy objects, including sitting or standing on
the tops for the first 24 hours after installation. This time is for the epoxy to cure completely,
failure to do so can shift the tops out of place, or cause caulking to come apart and become
dirty.
☐ Please take note of our Care and Maintenance Guides to best care for your new counters.
☐ Simple Soap and Water does the best at removing daily messes on all types of counters.
☐ Always use trivets or hot pads before placing hot objects on your counters for long periods
of time.

